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The

University of Alabama in Huntsville

"Let us dare to read, think, speak and write."—John Adams

Parker ends tenure as Exponent editor
by Cindy Rodriguez
associate editor
As the Summer Quarter draws to an end,
The Exponent bids farewell to its long-time
editor, Nancy Parker.
Parker, who recently resigned, was
appointed interim editor March 26, 1986,
and by July 16, she was unanimously named
editor by the UAH Publications Board.
After 18 months of hard, dedicated work,
Parker has decided to call it quits.
"I want to move on to other things,"
Parker explained.
Parker defined "other things" as starting
her own newspaper in Priceville where she
resides, writing a novel, researching, and
working on her degree at UAH, and
attending UAH in pursuit of a double major
in history and English with a minor in
communications. Parker has a full-time job
with the U.S. Army Strategic Defense
Command.
Since becoming involved with The
Exponent in 1982,6he hasserved the paper
in numerous capacities including reporter,
news editor, managing editor, and
typesettist.
Asked whether or not she had achieved
her goals for The Exponent, Parker
replied, "I think the paper has improved
under my editorship ...The students have
been able to express their own opinions."
However, Parker admits that there are

many more things she would have liked to
accomplish had time permitted her to do so.
In her farewell, Parker said she would like
to thank the entire UAH community for
their help and cooperation.
"UAH has a fine population. I've never
had any problems getting the help or
information I needed," said Parker. "UAH is
unique with its diversified student, faculty,
and staff population. Everyone associated
with the University should be proud.
"There are many individuals that I would
like to thank for their help, cooperation, and
time spent answering my thousand and one
questions," Parker continued. "I won't try to
name all those who have meant so much to
me because I know that I will forget
an important someone-everyone is
important to me. There is one individual that
I would like to name who helped me through
it all. That individual is Ann Davidson.
"Ann was editor before me and
established a stability. I was fortunate to
have followed her, and have her as a friend
and mentor."
Time is short and slips through fingers like
fine grains of sand. The seeminingly short
time The Exponent has had with Nancy
Parker has, however, been rewarding: 35
percent good and 65 percent bad.
But as someone said, the good always
outweighs the bad. It is quality, not quantity
that counts, and indeed many hats are off to
Mrs. Parker.

Nancy Parker recently
announced that she was
resigning her position as
Exponent editor. One of
the reasons she gave for her
decision was that she
wanted to move on to other
things.
(photo by
Hajin Kim)

SPC picks a winner with battle of the Bands'
by G. Jeskie
news reporter
"Summerfest 1987" at UAH lived up
to its name. It was the next to last fling
of summer; a laid back, lazy spree
under the sun, despite the 98 degree
temperature that felt even hotter!
UAH's University Center Commons
was a sea of picnic coolers
(with little fluorescent ribbons),
beach blankets, lawn chairs, tent
awnings, and a few strollers for the
future class of '03. Kiddy swim pools
and a lawn sprinkler were an
impromptu "Water World" for kids of
any age in which to keep cool.

It was a time to get out your coolest
grubbies of this or last year (though a
few dressed up), kick back with a slice
of pizza or watermelon and a Coke, and
enjoy a smorgasbord of music provided
by the band competition which lasted
from afternoon until 9 p.m.
"Coolest" students brought a
hammock to sling under the trees and
sprawl in. Others played Frisbee and
skateboarded, and a few hardy souls
found energy for a volleyball game.
After the "killer" sun went down, a
couple even danced.
Except for very brief downtime
between the bands, achieved by using
two stages, there was constant music,

so that the 15 competing bands (three
of those scheduled did not make the
competition) could each play a few
selections for the judges.
Battle-of-the-Bands was sponsored
by radio station WZYP. Most of the
bands were from the Huntsville area,
except for one which was from Athens.
Lisa Keel of the Student
Programming Council (SPC) said
notice of the competition was put in
The Exponent, and in local clubs to
get contestants. However, most
response came through the Exponent
ad, said Keel.
Voted top five were: First PlaceTriple Play (with UAH student Ron

Longo, and Jay Saffold and David
Falls); Second Place—5-7; Third
Place—Opie and the Pontiacs; Fourth
Place—Little Rock; Fifth Place—Side
Order (who are all UAH students).
First place took first choice of the
prizes which were put up by sponsors.
Prizes included: 8500 cash from UAH
Cabaret; $'200 gift certificate from
Theatrical Lighting Systems: 8200 gift
certificate from Underground Guitars:
a control board from Theatrical
Lighting; and a performance date at
the Kaffeeklatsch, with all proceeds
from the door going to the band.

Grimwood receives national academic honors
Beverly Lori Grimwood, a junior
majoring in Communication Arts at
UAH has been named a Collegiate

Academic All-American and a United
States Achievement Academy Award
winner.

Linder Peace Tour comes
to University Center
John Linder, brother of slain U.S.
engineer Benjamin Linder, will be
spending three days in Alabama, one
here in Huntsville. Linder will be
speaking at the University Center
August 17 at 7:30 p.m.
Benjamin Linder was a volunteer in
Nicaragua working on a hydroelectric
project to bring electrification to a
rural area when he was shot by Contra
forces in the area. In the four months
since his death, the Linder family has

undertaken a "Benjamin Linder Peace
Tour." Their aim is to gain sufficient
money and support to complete the
project that Benjamin Linder started.
Huntsville Interfaith Peace Group
and Campus Ministry is sponsoring
John Linder. The Birmingham
Committee for Peace and Justice in
Central America is coordinating John
Linder's tour in Alabama.
For additional information, call 8810748, or 881-6540.

The Academic Ail-American
recognizes superior students who excel
in their chosen academic discipline.
Selected students must be nominated
by a school official and have a
minimum of a 3.3 grade point average.
United States Achievement Academy
Award winners are chosen for their
academic performance, leadership
qualities, enthusiasm, citizenship, and
motivation to lepra and improve.

Grimwood semes on the Board of
Directors for SCAN vStcp Child Abuse
and Neglect! and has received national
honors in intercollegiate competition
with the UAH Forensics TeamMary Yarbroug'n. business di\:sior.
chairperson at John C. Calhoun
Community College, nominated Lor.
for both awards.

See inside:
The Strip from Hell
Movie reviews
Bloom County
Summer fishing rodeo
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Eminent Scholars Trust Fund endowed
by Rich Mould

'o*- The Exponent
A Si million endowed chair to create
the Eminent Scholar in Management
within the UAH College of
Administrative Science was
announced recently by UAH president
Dr. John Wright.
The Eminent Scholar in Man
agement establishes UAH's first
funded SI million endowment for a
specific purpose. The chair was
established under the state's Eminent
Scholars Trust Fund Act. The act
enables qualifying state universities to
endow academic chairs for $1 million
each by offering $400,000 in state
money to match $600,000 in private
donations.
Last year, the university announced
a pledge toward an endowed chair—an
Eminent Scholar in Electrical and

Computer Engineering—which was
made possible by an anonymous
Huntsville gift. However, that
agreement stated the university would
receive the $600,000 contribution when
it raised a comparable amount from
another source to fund a second chair.
Wright said the endowments will
allow the university to recruit an
outstanding expert and researcher in
both areas.
"The holder of the chair will have a
high level of research and professional
accomplishments,'' said Wright.
"These endowments put our students
at the cutting edge of instruction and
exploration in management and
electrical and computer engineering."
More than 40 individuals and
business and financial representatives
donated to the Eminent Scholar in
Management.
Mark Smith, founder of UDS and

Adtran Inc., and UAH Foundation
trustee, led the UAH fund-raising
efforts. Smith lauded the Huntsville
community for its support of the
program.
"It's quite gratifying to know the
Huntsville community understands
the need for this type of expertise at
UAH," said Smith. "The entire
Huntsville area, though, will receive a
return on this investment because of
increased research and finer
graduates."
Dr. David Billings, Dean of the UAH
College of Administrative Science,
said the holder of the chair will assist
UAH and the community in
developing strategies designed to
advance Huntsville in broad areas of
management and technology and
productivity enhancement.
"The candidate will have experience
in two or more of the areas of

international or large resource
management, product development
and innovation, technology
assessment and advanced manu
facturing," Billings said.
Billings explained that chairholders
are top scholars who have national
and international reputations in their
fields. They have earned their
reputation as an expert by publishing
widely and by establishing themselves
as a leader in teaching and research.
The Alabama Legislature passed the
Eminent Scholars Trust Fund Act in
1985. The act, sponsored by
Representative Jim Campbell, DAnniston, allows state universities to
leverage the state's matching funds.
The endowed chair is a permanently
created position on a university
faculty Income from the endowment
provides support for the chairholder.

Student space group honors astronomer
by Lori Grimwood
for The Exponent
Len Carter, executive secretary for
the British Interplanetary Society,
received the Arthur C. Clarke Award at
the Students for the Exploration and
Development of Space (SEDS)
national conference hosted by the
SEDS chapter of UAH. The conference
was August 7-10 at the Alabama Space
and Rocket Center with student
presentations made on the UAH
campus.
The Arthur C. Clarke Award was
created in 1983 to recognize
outstanding personnel and society
contributions to space education. It is
awarded annually by SEDS, which is

headquartered at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Carter
delivered the keynote address at the
International Award Banquet August

national and international levels. He
has held his current position as
executive secretary for the British
Interplanetary Society, an organiza-

tion that has led the world in
pioneering space educational
publications and activities, since 1962.

8.

Carter's efforts to foster
in t e r n a t i o n a l c o l l a b o r a t i o n a n d
political awareness of space research
and technology are internationally
known Carter was primarilyresponsible for organizing the first
(London) Congress of the Internation
al Astronautical Federation in 1951
and was involved in successfully
influencing the U.S. towards a major
involvement in Space Communica
tions.
For over 40 years, he has been
involved in space promotion on

AMBtKAN

CANCER
GREAT AMERICAN I:SOOFTY

SMOKEOUT
m:..

1AMBJtCAN CANCER SOCIETY*

f Alabama Division. Inc.
401 Office Park Drive, Suite 300
Birmingham, AL 35223

§ We've Slashed our Price o

HEWLETT—PACKARD 28 C's
List Price
Bookstore Price
Sale Price
.

$235.00
$188.95
$177.00
(while supplies last)

This is just one of our many Back-to- School specials for you this
quarter.
line

Come in and see the University

Bookstore's

of calculators and accessories.
*All calculator specials end October 31, 1987 unless otherwise specified

UAH UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Monday: 9 - 6

Tuesday - Friday: 9 -5

895-6600
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The world according to Stephen
by Stephen A. Awoniyi
staff reporter
I have memories of a great many individuals who
at some time or another made a decision that they
had arrived at the end of a situation and therewith
decided to quit. "That's the end if it," they usually
say, "that was the last time." We hear them, and
seem to understand this to mean that they have made
their last active contribution and are walking off the
scene for good and all.
Well, hold your reins, for before you can mouth a
sad, sad farewell, they are turned right around and
are back again as present as ever. So what was that
"last time," you wonder, that they were talking
about. I am not thrusting daggers at any group of
people in particular; certainly not at boxers and
politicians.
There is another group of persons who are guilty of
abrading the meaning of the word "last." Do you
recall that last time when you were entranced under
the silky canopy of a ceaseless stream of words
cascading out of the being of a "renowned" speaker,
and all the while felt like yawning (and by Jove,
everyone else was yawning). Suddenly
"Superfluous" announced his "last point." Then he
launched into an orbit. Take my advice, next time
such an orator comes to his last point go ahead and
sleep anyway and dream about winding roads.

As if the word "last" has not been ill-treated
enough to listen to this extract: "...she was strapped
unmovably in the chair. Any moment now the bomb
would rip the entire building into shreds. Just at the
last minute he flew in through the door and yanked
the timer switch, then he spun around and slashed
the cords that fastened her to the chair. Together
they fled from the room to the car, taking the steps
three at a time. He shoved her in, slammed the door
and gave a hard chase. Twenty miles later he
overtook the getaway car and pulled them over,
stepped out and said, "You forgot the poor girl in the
chair."
Is it not just amazing how much can happen since
reference to the last minute.
So help, will someone tell me where "last" starts, or
whatever does the word mean! As a young student in
a literature class we were once reading and crossreferencing. The teacher asked the class to turn to the
last page and we all flurried to the end of the book.
Reading down that page we came to the second
paragraph where the author called attention to the
"last page," and the teacher explained that the
author was referring to the preceding page. One kid
who had instinctively flipped the cover of the book
mumbled something about how the teacher and the
author were in disagreement. She did not last the
class.
As our language developed someone got carried

away with the versatility apparent in the word and
created it into a proper verb, which can now be
interpreted to possess a meaning perfectly opposite
to the word as an adjective. The "last bite of the

"A distant friend once
remarked t h a t a dual
personality often leads to a
loss of identity."
apple" meant that the apple came to an end, but "the
apple lasted" means that the apple almost never
came to an end. A distant friend once remarked that a
dual personality often leads to a loss of identity.
Finally the Christian's Bible came out with the
ultimate classic, "The first shall be the last, and the
last shall be first."
All of this must have its consequences, surely it
must. I am beginning to wonder if people even
understand anymore what the word "last" means.
Every night I walk past the front of a door that has a
sign posted beside it, which reads: "Last person in
this room please turn off the lights." So, of course,
nobody does. How is anyone supposed to know that
they are last!
(P.S. I seem to remember faintly that "last one's a
sissy" anyway.)

Musical notes
Schedule of Events

1

von braun civic center
700 Monroe Street, Huntsville, AL 35801

(205) 533-1953

August 1987
THURS.

DATE

LOCATION

12
13
14
15

P
P
P
C

SUN.
THURS.
FRI.
SAT.
SUN.
SAT.

16
20
21
22
23
29

SUN.

30

P
E
E
P
P
E
C
E
E
E

WED.
THURS.
FRI.
SAT.

EVENT

TIME

8:15 p.m.
"Annie"-Hunt8ville Community Chorus
8:15 p.m.
"Annie"
8:15 p.m.
"Annie"
An Evening With Michael Damien and Castner
Knott Fall Fashion Show-benefit
7:30 p.m.
Harris Home for Children
3:00 & 8:15 p.m.
"Annie"
Daily
Huntsville Hamfest Convention
Daily
Huntsville Hamfest Convention
7:30
p.m.
"Family Way"-Twickenham Repertory Co.
7:30 p.m.
"Family Way"
7:30 p.m.
"Family Way"
Daily
Huntsville Kennel Club
3:00 & 8:15 p.m.
Gospel Show-Alabama State Troopers
Daily
Food Show
Daily
Food Show

A - ARENA, C - CONCERT HALL, P - PLAYHOUSE,
E - EXHIBIT HALL
No checks or credit cards accepted on day of show
The above schedule does not necessarily reflect all activities within the civic center facilities, in particular,
rehearsals, private meetings, etc. For more information on this type activity,
please call 205/533-1953.

Opening for EXPONENT editor
Interested persons should:

Music department
presents
Gianni Schicchi
by Rick Mould
for The Exponent

The UAH music department will
present the opera comedy, "Gianni
Schicchi" on August 21 and 22 during
its Dinner Theatre in the University
Center Exhibit Hall.
The presentation is part of the
annual UAH opera workshop and
sponsored by the University Center.
Each evening of dining, music and
theater begins at 6:30 p.m. Tickets are
$12 for UAH students, faculty and
staff and $15 for the general public.
Tickets can be purchased at the UAH
University Center.
The musical work was written by
Giacomo Puccini. A cast of 16 appears
in the presentation which will be
accompanied by an orchestra
composed of UAH students, faculty
and community musicians.
The opera begins with family
members mourning the loss of a
beloved relative. They become
outraged to find that the relative's
large estate is willed to the friars. They
turn to the cunning Gianni Schicchi
who unveils a seemingly foolproof plan
to have the will rewritten. The relatives
soon realize their plan contains one
serious flaw.
The opera is directed by Deborah
Fleischman and Dr. R. Paul Crabb
conducts the music.
For further information call 8956009.

Animals are your friends.

Fill out an application available at EXPONENT office
Send application, resume, and cover letter to:
Dr. Richard Moore
Room 203, Madison Hall
Department of English
Huntsville, Alabama 35899
Deadline: August 14, 1987

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

Forest Service. I .S.P. A. S3
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Point-by-Point by Parker
r>> Xancy .4. Parker
editor

Thanks for the memories

If the love and dedication and hard
work that has existed in The and Kim's better half, kept the Fishing
Exponent office during the past few Rodeos going. He walked around the
UAH pond at all hours, day and night,
months could be bottled and sold
before
the Rodeos to see what big fish
around the world, there would be no
need for nuclear weapons. We would he could cast for. Unfortunately,
during the four rodeos we had, Spence
not have to lock our doors. We could sit
only managed to hook one~that
around the conference tables of
infamous four and one half pound big
discussion and swap recipes.
mouth bass that has grown since
The last year and a half has gone
Spence caught it.
swiftly by even though I thought some
Sheree Barnes, production assistant,
nights would never end. There has
ad designer, ad salesperson-another
been adversity, but as I end my
multi-talented lady without whose
Exponent editorship, all the problems
are encased in a thick fog as the sun presence The Exponent could not
have been successful. Sheree and I
shines upon the bright moments that
have laughed and yawned away many
are slipping gracefully from me into
late night hours at The Exponent and
treasured memories.
I take with me many wonderful giggled at the ballpark. We've had deep
memories and most all of them discussions and some not-so-deepsurrounding a wonderful staff; a staff I discussions that didn't make a whole
just have to praise publicly one more lot of sense. And, in my collection of
time. The following order of names or clowns and stuffed animals, there is a
times or events or length has nothing little soft yellow bunny that I will look
to do with my feelings for any at and remember Sheree.
Kelly Baldwin, our fiesty, vivacious,
particular individual. I'm just writing
and reveling about a great time in my hyperactive, half-pint sports editor,
gave The Exponent its first baby.
life.
Garrett, a big blue eyed boy, was
borned last Thanksgiving Day. Kelly
B. left no stone unturned when she
went after a story.
Another Kelly, Kelly Caldwell, came
to us for a brief time from Auburn (I
hired her anyway). Kelly C. is back at
Auburn and we wish her all the luck in
the world. She is a superb writer and
editorialist.
Christy Morefield has only been with
The Exponent for a short time but
has made a lasting impression on
Kim Glasgow, production manager, everyone~she hired on as typesettist
delivery person, employee extraordi and s-t-a-y-e-d!!!Christy proved beyond
naire. What times we've had. My a doubt to be the world's most accurate
second week as editor, Kim went into typist. With her at the typesetter, the
the hospital. I knew absolutely nothing position of proofreader could almost be
about layout but by Tuesday night of
done away with.
that eventful week I had learned a lot.
Speaking of proofreader, there's
Kim and I have been at The Glenn. Glenn Wills has not been
Exponent office until 2 a.m. We have proofreader long but if Christy did
delivered the newspaper to the stands
make an error, Glenn caught it. He has
once, in a runaway van, in and around also been great at catching editorial
lamp posts (an endangered species), errors. Also, Glenn has held the
and we had a fish that was too small.
position of circulation manager for
Kim and I have eaten ice cream in the almost four years. During those years,
parking lot while watching love birds Glenn only missed putting the
smooching-well, smooching wasn't
newspaper on the stands one time, and
exactly what they were doing but this
that time was not his fault.
is a reasonably rated PG-13 paper.
The Exponent has always had two
When I think of pizza, yogurt, and ice photographers and the two that we
cream, I'll remember Kim.' 1
have had since I've been Editor have
Spencer Glasgow, sports reporter
really brought some interesting and

As a group, I will always
remember t h e staff a s
hard working, dedicated,
patient, and willing.
Thanks, team, for a job
well done.

candid shots to the newspaper. Hajin
Kim will go anywhere and do almost
anything to get a photo. He has been
under buildings, on top of buildings, in
trees, out of trees, inside, outside, and
all around the campus to register
special events on film.
Quiet and unassuming Ricky
Howard, our other photographer, is tall
and lanky and blond. Ricky always
comes in smiling like he knows
something no one else has had
privilege to.
Beverly Davis has been secretary at
The Exponent almost since my first
day as editor. Beverly is quiet but I
could always count on her to do any job
required of her. When I think of
Beverly in the years ahead, I will
remember her shy and quiet ways and
the broad smile when the rest of us
were rowdy in the newsroom.
The opposite of quiet is loud. The
opposite of Beverly is Judy. I was very
fortunate the day Judy Drinnon
walked into The Exponent office for
an interview as business manager.
Judy has been great dealing with all
the offices on campus and off, and for
all her fun and laughter, Judy has
handled the business affairs of the
paper in a serious and truly
professional manner. I'll never forget
our trip to DC and the fourteen
hundred "WOWs" from the time we left
Knoxville until the hour of our
departure from Maryland. When I
think of Judy, I'll always think of
laughter, loyalty, the Washington
Monument, exotic male dancers, buns,
and rubberband fights.
Cindy Rodriguez came to The
Exponent last October, yet I feel that I
have known her forever. She came as a
sports reporter (Claus and I had our
doubts) and proved she could handle
any situation. I wish the best for her
and I hope that her name will appear
on the first line of the staff box when
mine is taken off. Cindy, cute, clutsy,
can't-walk-down-pool-steps Cindy, is a
beautiful person.
Jim Reynolds has proven to be
another staff member who could
handle any situation from reporter to
reviewer to production assistant to
features editor. Jim is another quiet
and unassuming individual yet he's
always ready to join in our impromptu
parties on Monday and Tuesday
nights.

I will always remember Gloria
Jeskie, reporter and ad salesperson. I
had the privilege of being at a few
meetings which Gloria covered. There
is good reporter material in that lady.
She could get in there with the best of
them, asking questions, pushing her
way in a crowd to get the story.
Claus Martel, our very own Yankee,
is a present staff reporter who has
handled numerous jobs at The
Exponent. He has been features
editor, reporters, and associate editor.
He was the daddy of our "Ragplonent,"
the infamous issue that got everyone's
attention.
Stacy Schlegel rounded out the
excellent production staff. Sometimes I
had to look twice to make sure she was
moving but in her calm way, she made
an outstanding production assistant.
Jack Kephart! Contrary to what I
said in the beginning of this editorial, I
guess I did leave this guy for last but
certainly not least. I will never forget
Jack. How could I? After all, we've had
a love-hate relationship for the last
year and a half; an agreement to
disagree. Jack made some good
arguments, some good evaluations
that I went along with to a point.
Thanks, Jack. We made a little splash
in a great big pool, but oceans begin
with raindrops.
I will always remember the newer
kids on the newspaper block: Morgan
Andruilli and his bird stories and his
excitement covering Sagan; Stephen
Awoniyi and his beautifully written
and deeply philosophical editorials;
Damon Jones, the spunky kid who
could really write well; and, Andrea
Tillery and her dynamite reviews.
Individually, The Exponent staff
members will standout in memory for a
long time. As a group, I will remember
them always as hard working,
dedicated, patient, and willing. I will
remember their smiles through
adversity. We were a team-a team
made up of the traditional and nontraditional student, males, females,
blacks, whites, American blood,
Hispanic blood, Nigerian blood,
Yankee and Southern. We did not fit
any certain mold but we worked well
together and put out a great newspaper
despite the fact that there was only one
journalist among us.
Thanks, team, for a job well done.
Thanks for the birthday party, the
birthday ad. Thanks for standing
beside me when I was ready to tackle
the impossible. You made it possible.
I love you. That's 30!

Heart-to-Heart with Kephart
dumped him for somebody who promised the easy inconvenience for others, but the idea of a nation
road to patriotism and wealth.
where everybody got a chance to use their talents to
Of course, I have a solution to the Reagan malaise make things better for their fellow citizens is too good
by Jack Kephart
which has beset us-to the idea that patriotism is to pass up just because some whining future
for The Exponent
somehow tied to how much money you can grab; that stockbroker or plastic surgeon would miss the date of
charity is a weakness.
his first million by a few months.
I have been writing this column for over a year
We need a national public service draft. And not
now--and none of the things I have complained about because my generation had to put up with a military
have changed a lot.
draft and we think the younger generation needs to
The first
person I ever wrote about, Father suffer as much as us. No~the military draft was
Edward Markley, is out of jail now. He was unfair. The wealthy could get out of it; and if you were
Huntsville's nutty right's favorite low-rent martyr not quite right physically you were completely out of
for awhile.
it, even though your services could have been put to
Abortion still goes on and the people most loudly good use somewhere other than soldiering.
against it are still most loudly against birth control
No-we need something more universal thar. iat.
information and sex education-the only logical way
We speak a lot of yuppies now, meaning those
to prevent a woman's need for abortion.
young amongst us are getting ahead at all costs and
They cannot, it seems, stand to see a human for whom Ronald Reagan has granted them the
problem worked out without using their peculiar view notion that selfishness is a virtue.
of morality-and their peculiar view precludes the
A public service draft-which could not be avoided
Is it necessary to mention all the people who gave
ability of most humans to work out their problems. except for the extremely handicapped and no1 ven
Ronald Reagan's presidency is over, though he by them if they wished to volunteer-would give each up life or limb so they could make that first million
doesn't seem to know it yet, and history will give him generation a chance to see how lucky they are, a pushing paper or snipping the necks of rich old
his due-I can hear comparisons to Warren Harding chance to see how useful they could be, and lifelong women?
This will be my last column-I am out in the real
already.
memories of real patriotism-the kind that asks for
world again. I miss UAH and I especially miss my
There has never been a U.S. President with more specific sacrifice-for the rest of their lives.
image and less substance than Reagan-and when
A public service draft would let the U.S. English teachers. They are, every one of them, what
the image began to rot away there was nothing left to temporarily put to use the talents of all their citizens teachers should always be: brilliant in their subjects
and caring for their students.
hold his reign together.
at a low cost to the nation.
I'll miss getting a chance to push my opinions on
Jimmy Carter gave us the hard solutions to
The whole nation would get from those who gave
the students of UAH-I hope a few of them will miss
difficult problems and just about the time he would and we would all be much the better for it.
have started seeing the fruits of that hard work we
It would be a hardship for some and an that too.

The final Kephart

A public service draft
would give each generation a
chance to see how lucky they
are. . .and lifelong memories
of real patriotism.
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Andriulli pays tribute to 'Grandma Virginia' who battled life's hardest knocks
by Morgan Andriulli
staff reporter

than likely received an epithet barrage
rivaling
anything in boot camp.
Typically, a broken hip means the end
Patrina Andriulli, my grandmother, of mobility for an elderly person.
died last week. She had lived and Virginia managed to shed her walker
looked every bit of her 78 years. It was in time for a spring break visitfrom my
not until her fifth bout with cancer did sisters.
she consent to leave this world. She
Virginia was one of sixteen
had clung to life a tenaciously as she Caramanna brother and sisters, half of
did the brandy in her coffee and the which were born in the U.S. At that
cigarettes that killed her.
time, like many Italian-American
The greatest tragedy of her death children, most of them worked in the
was that she could not die as she had Pennsylvania coal mines. Greatlived: tough, alert and independent. grandmother Caramanna had the
Massive doses of pain killers robbed foresight to move most of the clan to
her of her complete mental capacity in Patterson, New Jersey, where the silk
the last few weeks. That was probably mills were undergoing unionization.
the only instance in her life where she This was during the 1920s when
showed weakness, and that was a unions really meant something toward
matter beyond her control. As recently the safety and financial security of the
as this Christmas, I visited her in a worker. The mills provided a secure
New Jersey hospital room and even retirement, while at the same time,
then, she had the grip of a condemned her to a lifetime riddled
longshoreman.
with lung cancer. Anyone familiar
Describing Virginia, that is what with the mills knows that, though they
most of us called her, as simply mostly employed women, what they
"tough" would be an understatement did was definitely not "women's
similar to describing the Grand work."
Though she smoked to her last days,
Canyon as a ditch. She was resilient.
Two winters ago, a typically impatient she had always been vehemently
New Jersey driver backed into her sub- against any young person starting the
five-foot frame while she was returning habit. When my older brother showed
from the grocery store. She received a up one day as a recently started
broken hip, whereas the driver more smoker, Virginia instilled him with a

Grandma Virginia spent most of her
guilt that only Italian grandmothers
are equipped to give. That was seven life in Patterson. Though she was only
20 minutes outside of New York, she
years ago; he is still trying to quit.
Virginia's brand of hard-headed had only been there once, during the
toughness ran, and still runs, in the forties, I believe. She never resented
family. It does seem to be a recessive not returning. Virginia said she would
gene, however. Great-grandmother have loved to move to Alabama, but
Caramanna managed to raise sixteen there is something about New Jersey
kids on two continents. She was faced that keeps many of her people at home.
Many southerners, myself included,
with the nightmarish decision that
every mother hopes never to make: who wonder how anyone could live and
stays and who goes. Her decision still thrive in a place like New Jersey. What
affects many lives, mine included. we may fail to see is that, like the artist
When she became an American citizen, nephew, one sees beauty in his home,
at the age of 86, she could neither read wherever it may be. Virginia never
nor speak English. She did make do, much concerned herself with beauty or
however. -For example, next to a art, but Virginia without New Jersey
person's name in the phone book she was like a fish without water. It is a
would place an illustration revealing matter of environment.
Virginia did not age gracefully. She
some characteristic trait. A notorious
cigar-smoking uncle received an aged quickly, from the start. The
ashtray with a butt next to his name. knowledge of her impending death did
The gene has turned up more not much concern her, because she felt
recently in a great-nephew who is content with her state of grace and the
actually scratching out a living state of her family. It did not take much
painting Patterson, New Jersey to please this woman, but it took all of
landscapes. The Garden State is not death's long and patient reach to
known for its scenic wonders. It must finally break her. She was a combative
take some kind of unfathomable person by nature because she spent
dedication to extract what beauty there much of her life battling the hardest
is and put it on canvas. He fits every knocks. Where other people would have
cliche of the starving artist, except he succumbed, she maintained every bit
looks more like a dock worker than a of her integrity. Because of that, I feel
confident she will rest in peace.
water-colorist.
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COURSE NAME

DATES

DAYS

LOCATION

TIME

INSTRUCTOR

FEE

ADVANCED PHOTOGRAPHY

9/30-12/02

WED

68 P.M.

CEC 102

BILLMAYER

397

THE ART OF EATING WELL

9/28-10/26

MON

68 P.M.

CEC 102

JOHNSON

$54

68 P.M.

CEC 102

JOHNSON
ARMATO

$75 phis BK

CHRISTMAS WITH NO-GUILT GOODIES

11/09-11/16

MON

$29

CONV. ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANG.

10/01-11/19

THU

68 P.M.

CEC 139

CONVERSATIONAL GERMAN, PART I

10/01-11/19

THU

68 P.M.

HB 419

HELLER

$71 plus BK

CONVERSATIONAL ITALIAN. PART I

9/29-11/17

TUE

68 P.M.

HB 423

STEININGER

$71 piu. BK

CONVERSATIONAL ITALIAN. PART D

9/30-11/18

WED

11 AM. • 1 P.M.

ST. CHARLES
ANGLICAN CHURCH

STEININGER

$71 plus Bk

CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE, PART I

9/28-11/16

MON

68 P.M.

MDH309

9/29-11/17

TUE

68 P.M.

HB 109

9/30-11/18

WED

10/6-10/22

T&TH

CONVERSATIONAL SPANISH, PART I
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
FINANCING AND CLOSING A REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION

HORWITZ

$71 plus Bk

CONTRERAS

$71 plus Bk

68 P.M.

CEC 139

LOVE

$74 plus Bk

69 P.M.

UUC 126

HIGGS

$137

FIRST TIME HOME BUYERS

9/22-10/20

TUE

68 P.M.

BOARD OF
REALTORS

UNDERWOOD

$60

THE HUMAN BRAIN - THE GREATEST PERSONAL COMPUTER

9/29-11/17

TUE

68 P.M.

PARISIANS.
MADISON SQUARE

CLAY

$75 phis Bk

HELP YOUR CHILD SUCCEED IN SCHOOL

9/21-10/26

MON

10 AM. - NOON

DR. HILDA LEE'S
OFFICE

KILGO'

$43

HOLOCAUST -- A SURVEY OF RECENT LITERATURE

9/29-11/17

TUE

8-10 P M.

MH 129

HOW TO PLAY PIANO DESPITE YEARS OF LESSONS

9/28-11/16

MON

68 P.M.

INTERIOR DECORATING FOR THE HOME

9/24-10/29

THU

9-11 AM.

BEN PORTER

STAPP

$75

10/01-12/03

THU

68 P.M.

TBA

RHEINFURTH

$79 phis Bk

INTRODUCTORY GENEALOGY: TRACING YOUR HERITAGE

9/23-10/28

WED

68 P.M.

PUBLIC LIBRARY

FULLER

$57

LANDSCAPING YOUR HOME: A DO IT YOURSELF PROJECT

10/06-11/10

TUE

68 P.M.

MDH309

PARKER

$55

INTRODUCTION TO BIBLICAL GREEK

COUNTESS

HB 109

CONTRERAS

$75 plus Bk

$153"

THE MIDDLE EAST: A SURVEY OF HISTORY AND TERRORISM

9/29-11/17

TUE

68 P.M.

MH 129

COUNTESS

$75 phis Bk

OH NO! MY CAR WONT START

10/06-10/27

TUE

68 P.M.

LANDMARK CHEV.

NEWSOME

$40

PHOTOGRAPHY FUNDAMENTALS

10/01-11/19

THU

68 P.M.

MDH 110

COLWICK

$72

PHOTOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES

9/29-11/24

TUE

68 P.M.

MDH 110

GEORGE

$84

RILEY

$30

SLATE

$37

Bil l FR

$180 plus Bk

CEC 102

DUTTON

$39

$85 phis Bk

I - 9/20 & 9/27

SUN

0 - 10/18 & 10/25

SUN

2:30400 P.M.
2364:00 P.M

PARISIANS,
PARKWAY CITY

PSYCHIC SATURDAY

10/03

SAT

10 A M. - 3 P.M.

CEC 102

READING AND STUDY SKILLS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

I - 9/22-12/01
D - 9/21-11/25

TATH
MAW

A'.O AM.
68 P.M.

READY. SET, SHOP AND BOW

11/17 & 11/20

PLEASE, YES AND THANK YOU

(Shopping trip to Birmingham)

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING FUNDAMENTALS
SATURDAY POTPOURRI AND HERBAL WREATHS WORKSHOP

9/24-11/12
11/14

TUE
FR1

MH 101-A

8:15 AM. 730 P.M.
9-11 AM.. 13 P.M.

WED

68 P.M.

MDH 110

TOWNSLEY

SAT

9 A.M. NOON

CEC 102

DUTTON

$40

SIGN LANGUAGE, PART I

9/24-11/12

THU

68 P.M.

VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION

NORRIS

$56 phis Bk

SIGN LANGUAGE, PART n

9/28-11/16

MON

68 PM.

PHOENIX
INDUSTRIES

NORRIS

$56 plus Bk

STAINED GLASS. PART I

10/19-11/09

MON

68 PM

MDH 110

GODFREY

$54 phis Sup.

STAINED GLASS. SAMPLER

10/05-10/12

MON

68 P.M.

MDH 110

GODFREY

$28

STRESS MANAGEMENT THROUGH HYPONOStS

10/06-11/10

TUE

68 PM

CEC 139

GODMAN

$68

SUCCESSFUL PERSONAL MONEY MGT

9/22-10/27

TUE

700830 PM

CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

HOYLE

$55

WHEAT WEAVING: A REVIVED ART

1-10/03
n-n/07

SAT
SAT

10 AM. -2 P.M
10 A.M.. 2 P.M.

CONST. PARK
CONST. PARK

HAGGARD
HAGGARD

$37
$37

A WILLIAMSBURG CHRISTMAS

11/04

WED

8.30 AM.

BAPTIST STU.
CENTER

COFFEE

$34 phis Sup.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE WORLD OF WINES

9/17-KV08

THU

630830 P.M.

MARKETPLACE

SPARKS

$90

A WOMAN'S GUIDE TO WALL STREET, PART I

9/26

SAT

930 AM. - NOON

MERR. LYNCH

BROCKMAN

$35

A WOMAN'S GUIDE TO WALL STREET. PART H

10/17

SAT

930 A.M. - NOON

MERR. LYNCH

BROCKMAN

$35

TUE

68 P.M.

TBA

ABBOTT

$64 phis Bk

THU

7-9 P.M.

HBREC. HALL

RILEY

FREE

WOMEN WHO LOVE TOO MUCH
YOUR HEART-PREVENTING CORONARY HEART DISEASE

9/29-11/17
10/22

NOON

'-Includes materials

* Health Physical Education and Community Studies, Division of Continuing Education
An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution

For signs of life, check the pulse...

pulse:

Parenting seminar
slated for August 18
at UAH School of
Primary Medical Care

campus events
and announcements

"Regardless of how many books on understand the parenting concepts
parenting we've read, there are times and rules you grew up with. Everyone
when everyone feels uncomfortable in learns parenting from his or her own
the parenting role, including me," parents, without realizing it—and it's
said William Crump, M.D. "You begin that code of behavior that largely
to wonder what the rules of parenting determines how you react to your own
really are and why you react the way children, and even how you react to the
you do."
people you work with."
Crump will give a free public
"This won't be a 'how to be a better
seminar on "Parenting: A Family parent' seminar—parents get enough
Affair" on Tuesday, August 18, at 7:30 of that," Crump emphasized. "My hope
p.m. in the UAH Clinical Science is to help parents to understand better
Center Lecture Hall. He is an associate t h e i r o w n c o n c e p t s o f f a m i l y
professor of family medicine at the relationships and behavior. If you
UAH School of Primary Medical Care. understand you own reactions, you can
"You feel a lot more comfortable as a relax and enjoy being a parent a lot
parent," Crump said, "if you

RAC, RA's announce establishment of
new housing information center
The Resident Assistants and the
Residents Advisory Council (RAC) of
campus housing are establishing a
student information center here in the
on-campus housing office. Our intent is
to increase the housing resident's level
of exposure and awareness to campus
information concerning clubs,
organizations, and events.
With a campus as diverse and spread
out as UAH, it is difficult for a student
to be aware of the wide variety of
information that becomes available.
With your help we can help close the
information gap.
We would appreciate your
cooperation in sending us any
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communications that would be
meaningful to students and especially
to housing residents. This would
include information regarding student
activities, club activities and meetings,
services, available jobs, departmental
deadlines, important notices,
academic opportunities, social events,
announcements or anything else that
might be posted in or distributed from
your club, organization or office.
Please send all information as it
becomes available to the housing
office, attention Kevin Mills,
President, RAC. Thank you for your
help.

more
prooaoiy do a better job."
Crump's seminar is part of the
"Prescription for Health" free public
lecture series presented on the third
Tuesday of each month by the family
medicine faculty of the UAH School of
Primary Medical Care.
The seminars are held in the UAH
Clinical Science Center Lecture Hall,
at Governors Drive and Gallatin Street
across from Huntsville Hospital. The
parking lot is entered from Gallatin
Street. Please phone the UAH School
of Primary Medical Care Commun
ications Office, 536-5511, ext. 477, for
further information.

Office of Admissions and Records
now closing one hour earlier
For nearly a year, the Office of
Admissions and Records has remained
open until 7 p.m. on Monday through
Thursday. Student use of our office
after 5 p.m. has been variable with
heaviest use during the first and last

two weeks of the term. Seldom do
students appear after 6 p.m.
Consequently, we have decided to close
the office at 6 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, beginning August 1, 1987.
Friday closing will be at 5 p.m.

American Society of Mechanical
Engineers elects 1987-88 officers
The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) recently held
officer elections for the 1987-88 school
year. The new officers are: James R.
Bullington, president; Mark E. Fitts,

vice president; Rhonda Wales,
treasurer; and Tina Boozer, secretary,
Anyone interested in joining ASME
should contact one of the above
officers.

Food Bank of North Alabama distributes one millionth pound of food to O.C.
Food Bank of North Alabama
distributed its one millionth pound of
food to the Madison County
Association for Retarded Citizens/Op
portunity Center on June 3, 1987.
The Food Bank began its
distribution efforts in April, 1985.
Since that time, food has been collected

from national food manufacturers,
wholesalers, retailers and private
contributors. Over 95 percent of the
food handled by Food Bank of North
Alabama comes from sources outside
of the Tennessee Valley. Most of these
surplus products would have been
destroyed if the Food Bank were not

available to collect and distribute them
to North Alabama's needy.
According to Dick Hiatt, Director of
the Food Bank, "without the
tremendous community support that
the Food Bank has received over the
past several months this goal could not
have been reached." Furthermore,

according to Hiatt, "the Food Bank
expects to distribute 20 percent more
food this year than it distributed last
year. By 1990 we expect to be
distributing one million pounds of food
each year to non-profit feeding
programs throughout North Alabama
and South-Central Tennessee."

Application now open for daytime/nighttime fall term EMT basic courses
The Emergency Medicine Program
of the UAH School of Primary Medical
Care is now reviewing applications for
all three levels of emergency medical
technician training during the 1987
Fall Term. The application deadline
for the Fall Term is August 12 and
registration will be held on September
16 and 17.
The UAH Emergency Medical
Technician—Basic, Emergency
Medical Technician—Intermediate
and Emergency Medical TechnicianParamedic courses will be held in the
UAH Clinical Science Center across
from Huntsville Hospital. The EMT—
Basic course (MED 191 and 193) covers
techniques of pre-hospital stabil
ization for traumatic injuries, cardiac
arrest, and other life-threatening
conditions. Two classes, limited to 20
applicants per class, will meet on
Tuesday and Thursday mornings from
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. beginning Tuesday,
September 22, and on Monday and
Wednesday evenings from 6 p.m. to 10

p.m. beginning Monday, September2l.
The course offers a total of four
semester hours of credit (three hours
for the classroom segment, MED 191,
and one hour for the laboratory
segment, MED 193).
UAH will also offer the EMT—
Intermediate course during the
Summer Term for a total of eleven
semester hours credit. The
Intermediate level takes three terms to
complete. The first term course (MED
291), which includes 80 hours of
classroom training, will meet on
Monday and Wednesday evenings
beginning Monday, September 21. The
course is limited to 16 state-licensed
EMT—Basics. MED 292 and MED 294
are taken together for the second
EMT—Intermediate term, each
meeting one night per week. MED 292
consists of 5 weeks of lectures on
medical emergencies and 5 weeks of
lectures and lab for Basic Trauma Life
Support (BTLS certificate awarded).
MED 294, consisting of 10 weeks of

lectures on Electrocardiology, is open
to all health care students and
professionals, with preference given to
EMT students. During the third term
(MED 293), 40 hours are spent in the
classroom setting and approximately
160 hours in hospital and pre-hospital
clinical rotations.
The UAH EMT—Paramedic course
(MED 391 and 393) consists of two
quarters of three months each for a
total of 12 semester hours credit. The
course includes 80 hours of classroom
training and 230 hours of clinical
rotations. Classroom sessions will
meet Tuesday and Thursday evenings
beginning September 22. This course is
limited to 12 state-licensed EMT—
Intermediates.
Applicants for all three levels of
EMT training must be admitted and
registered according to UAH
procedures. In addition, all applicants
for EMT—Intermediate and EMT—
Paramedic training must complete all
entrance requirements for these

New daytime parking for art museum, VBCC visitors
Daytime visitors to the Huntvsille
Museum of Art and the Von Braun
Civic Center may now park in the City
Garage on Monroe Street. The City
parking facility, located opposite the
Museum and the Civic Center, is now
operated on a daily basis, Monday
through Friday, from 8 a.m. through 4
p.m. The parking gee is $2 per visit.
The new area for daytime parking is
on the top level of the City-owned
garage. The entrance at the north end
of the west side of the garage is entered

from Monroe Street, just opposite the
Art Museum.
The new operating schedule has
been put into effect to meet growing
demand for daytime parking in the
area. Museum attendance has been
increasing significantly during the
past year. In both June and July the
Museum had record-breaking
attendance. The increased parking
access will also benefit future users of
the new Civic Center facilities and two
commerical buildings now under

construction in the vicinity of the
parking garage.
Previously, the facility has been
open only when major events are
presented in the VBCC. It will continue
to open in the evening for special
events. The new daytime policy has
been established by a joint agreement
worked out among officials of the City
of Huntsville Parking Division, the
Von Braun Civic Center and the
Huntsville Museum of Art.

courses.
For registration and further
information, please phone the UAH
EMT Program, 536-5511, extension

481.

Publication dates
announced for
Exponent
This will be the final summer term
issue of The Exponent. Below are
the scheduled dates of publication
for the fall 1987 term:

EXPONENT Fall Schedule
September 23
September 30
October 7
October 14
October 21
October 28
November 4
November 11
November 18
November 25

SOTA to meet
S.O.T.A. vStudents Over the
Traditional Age* meets for lunch
each Thursday at noon at the
University 0enter in room loo for
fellowship and support.
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Playhouse production puts on impressive show
Andrea Tillery
staff reporter
The simplest thing about this play is
the title. Actually, James Dean plays a
smaller part in the action here than he
ever did in life. His legend is used as a
vehicle, a fixation once held in awe by
most of the characters and still
worshipped by one of their number.
The matters of true significance here
are such abstract values as truth and
the courage to face that truth.
As a group, "Five and Dime's" cast
and crew give local theatre a good
name. However, as with any group,
there are those who definitely stand
out. Dorothy Weems demonstrates fine
stage presence and acting ability in a
polished performance that outshines
Karen Black's portrayal of the role of
the transsexual Joanne in the play's
film version. As the mother
figure/store
owner Juanita, Tina
Rodgers is startlingly believable as she

limps, gesticulates and praises the favorably impressed—but I would Dean fan.
Lord. Maria Nelson and Lorie Gill play have been even if I weren't a James
(respectively) the younger, more
SUMMER QUARTER
subdued and older, bawdier Sissy; Tina
Final Exam Schedule
Foster and Lisa Waugh share similar
sub-roles as the "mothah" of James
Dean's love child. Art Ray's first
DATE OF EXAM
appearance as Joe (Joanne, before the
Weekend Classes
Change), struck me as a bit nervous Saturday, August 29
until I remembered that every small Wednesday, August 26
MWF/A
town boy I ever met seemed awkward,
TT/P
MWF/F
and Joe had more than one reason to be
TT/S
nervous and unsettled.
MW/S
David Whillock, who worked on both
TT/M
direction and set design, coordinated
MWF/C
both so that the time-travel sequences
TT/Q
(back and forth between the night of
TT/R
James Dean's death and its twentieth
MW/T
anniversary) would progress smoothly
MWF/B
and naturally—and this was aided Friday, August 28
MWF/D
considerably by subtle, nicely done
MWF/G&H
sound and lighting.
MW/R
TT/T
This was this reviewer's first
experience with a University
Playhouse production, and I was

TIME OF EXAM
Last Half of Class
7:30am
10:30am
2:00pm
5:00pm
8:00pm

- 10:00am
- 1:00pm
- 4:30pm
- 7:30pm
- 10:30pm

7:30am
10:30am
2:00pm
5:00pm
8:00pm

- 10:00am
- 1:00pm
- 4:30pm
- 7:30pm
- 10:30pm

7:30am
10:30am
2:00pm
5:00pm
8:00pm

- 10:00am
- 1:00pm
- 4:30pm
- 7:30pm
- 10:30pm

Staff bids editor a fond farewell!!!
lljjk*

i;

. . .in their own sneaky way

Hey, Boss! i don't want to get too mushy, so III keep it short.
Sheree has just about summed it all up, but let me add that you've taught us all a lot,
about the paper and life itself. FH miss our late night discussions about your favorite
subject: "onions.''
"Historically speaking" however, you've donea great jobwith the paper. Now you can
relax and play with all my empty beer bottles in your pool.
Love Always,
Your A.E.
P.S. Where is my piece of B-day cake?!!
Cindy
"the hot Rod"

Nancy! It's been a great year with you as editor. Thanks for giving me m^
chance. Fll be in the audience clapping the hardest when you get your Pulitzer ir
a few years. Relax, boss-lady. For a few short weeks (until your plan comes
together), there will be no more missed deadlines, editing last minute stories, !
losing sleep over us crazies... YouU miss us, won't you? And, Nancy, Nancy... j
we will miss ytiu - VERY MUCH! Come visit and good luck!
Kelly Baldwin, Sports

j

Dear Nancy,
I've really enjoyed working as a photographer on your staff, well miss you.
Nancy,
Yours
You added credibility to the school paper! You did an excellent job and I have been See Sheree's letter for the rest of the sentiments.
fortunate to be able to work under your guidance. You may have been my boss for a fitde
Rickey
over a year, but lU value our friendship for the rest of my life.

WOW!
Thanks for everything,
Judy Drinnon

Nancy,
Me, being a person of few words, I would like to say that1will really miss you.
May you experience happiness in your future endeavors and God always be
with you.
Love, Beverly
A fond farewell to Nancy, our enigmatic editor. You've got to give her "C" for
Chutzpah for saying in the paper that she disliked the job of editor.
I thought that took the kind'of salt an editor needs. She could be fun and good
humored too—
Gloria

Nancy—
You're wonderful and I'm going to miss having you around. Good luck, and if
you ever need some typesetting done...don't call me!
Christy
Dear Nancy,
As you probably know by now, you areeditor over a strange but very sneaky bunch of
people called The Exponent staff. You have led us in good times and bad for over a
year. Tell the truth—-could you really put up with us for another week?
It's been interesting watching you change over time and battle for our raises and our
nice, new waxer. And every Monday or Tuesday night when I think it's time for pizza, Fll
remember all the pizza we ate while putting together the paper.
When you start your own newspaper or decide to write your novel, please remember
to hire a staff psychiatrist, preferably young, good-looking, and male. He may come in
handy on those nights you think you're having a nervous breakdown.

NancyThanhs for hiring me as a sports reporter even though I had a hard time meeting
deadlines. I know I will never forget all four fishing rodeos we sponsored. Setting upthe
booth at 4:30 in the morning and fishing until dark is the perfect way to spend a day
faithoush my wife would disagree with me!)
Thanks, Spencer

Nancy,
Don't worry about it. You're only SO. YouU find worksomewhere Fm sure. Maybe you
should try your hand at writing trashy romance novels. Remember, I'd rather give her up
to the sea as to let her be touched by Yankee hands!"

Nancy—
If this paper is laid out poorly, it is simply because I am overcome with
emotional distress due to your departure. Ill miss you, Nancy. Stay cool.
Love,
Stacy Schlegel
J
Production Assistant
When 1 first started with THE EXPONENT I came to Nancy as a young, j
inexperienced, and confused reporter. Now, five months later, I am older, more |
experienced and more confused than ever. The least I could do is thank Nancy for
tolerating pushed deadlines, stupid ideas, blind faith in Carl Sagan, and inept comma
usage. Good Luck on your future endeavors, Nancy. And a piece of advice: Keep an
eye out for those cavorting pidgeons. They would really show up on that white cadillac.
Morgan
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Triple Play wins Battle of the Bands
by Dave Cook
for The Exponent
The flower children of thelate sixties
had their Woodstock celebrations.
Then, less than 20 years later, the
headbangers of the earl^eighties had
their party at the US festival. Both of
these megaconcerts made history in
size, impact and the social statement
each made about its respective
generation. Whatever power and
grandeur Woodstock and US might
have had, though, paled in comparison
to the event of the century, Saturday,
August 1, as your very own UAH SPCsponsored "Battle of the Bands."
As the two o'clock hour rolled
around, the air fairly sizzled with
excitement. The UAH campus was
buzzing with students and civilians
alike as far as the eye could see—some
of whom were even here to witness the
afternoon's spectacle, which was to
take place in front of the University
Center. Sound technicians bustled
about in last-minute preparation, a
denim-clad guitarist tuned one last

string and "a one and a two..." was
heard as Heavy Metal Thunder
commenced booming. Maybe it was
their unique style or perhaps their
energetic sound, but whatever one saw
in this first band, their music was a
moving experience. Many were moved,
anyway. However, some—including
your rock-solid and heavily obligated
reviewer—and a handful of optimists,
were prepared to stick around for the
entire six hours and bear the bad and
the ugly, as in any talent show of this
nature, in exchange for those few
precious moments of good, solid
entertainment.
The loyalty of those who toughed it
out was rewarded by the likes of Jimmy
and the Jawbreakers, Side Order, Five
to Seven, and Street Rockers. Jimmy
and the Jawbreakers were the first of
the lot who actually, on occasion,
looked up from their shoes and guitars
to acknowledge the presence of an
audience—who in turn responded with
approval to the five piece, fifties-type
rock band backed by a semi-soulful
horn section. While simplicity was the

key element of Jimmy's band, complex
but easy-to-listen-to rhythms and
melodies were in order as Side Order
took the stage. This talented jazzfusion band offered tunes by SpyroGyra as well as their own
compositions, which were a refreshing
escape from the "ohh, baby-baby"
monotony. Then, for a twist, they
ended with an old favorite, a song
about a frog named Jeremiah, "Joy To
The World" ... Soon afterward a
fortunate few witnessed the spectacle
of Five to Seven.
Suddenly the price of admission, the
sunburns, the heatstroke were all
justified as Dinsmore Robinson, Jr. led
his band in a funky R and B
extravaganza. Among the bright
yellow and white suited musicians
were famed studio artist Darrell Tibbs
(on percussion) and Kelly O'Neal
(blowin' dat sax).
Hours later, after the Five to Seven
excitement had settled and the
emotional roller coaster of the crowd
was on a downward slope, Triple Play
restored all hope with a wide variety of

tunes. There was something to ticxle
the ears of almost every rock fan as the
band cranked out songs by Bryan
Adams, the Beatles, Steppenwolf and
many more.
Soon (after what seemed like days,
actually) the six-hour festival wound
down to one last song. Tension
mounted among the players because,
in the tradition of Woodstock and US,
where bands played for gain of one sort
or another (the former for peace and
love and the latter for huge piles of
cash), there were stakes in this contest.
The crowd hushed as the judges—a
panel of local professionals in every
area except music—made last minute
tabulations. Opie and the Pontiacs
were named as the winners of the thircplace prize, which leftonly two obvious
possible choices for second and first
places.
Again there was silence and then the
cry of defeat rose from Five to Seven,
leaving Triple Play to celebrate a welldeserved win.

Lost Boys compares with anchovies on a pizza
soundtrack are all impeccable. It was
the screenplay which ruined
everything. Along with a couple of
completely unnecessary stock
I knew when I saw the first
commercials for "The Lost Boys" that characters (Star and Laddie), I had to
I'd have to see it. How could a film with contend with the completely
Kiefer Sutherland, Dianne Wiest and a predictable vampire-movie ending,
great soundtrack go wrong? Well, it did and, of course, everybody knows what
go wrong somewhere along the way, that is. The overall effect was that of
and I was disappointed. "Boys" is a sitting in the driver's seat of a fullygood movie, but along with every equipped 911 Carrera whose tires had
ninth-grader who has trouble in been slashed; it has loads of beauty,
algebra, it seems to have failed to reach style and power, but it doesn't go
its true potential. The casting is anywhere.
Back to the good points. Kiefer
superb, the special effects, makeup and
cinematography are beautifully done, Sutherland (yes, Donald's little boy)
the script, the acting and the does as well as he can, considering the
by Andrea Tillery
staff reporter

fact that all he's allowed to do is slither
around leering and snickering evilly at
people, like a good California vampire
would. Jason Patric looks and acts
appropriately upset as an otherwise
normal teenager who suddenly finds
himself levitating and craving his
little brother's blood. Corey Haim, as
the aforementioned little brother,
steals the show, mostly because he
(along with Corey Feldman of "Stand
By Me" fame) has all the funny lines.
Dianne Wiest and Barnard Hughes are
both delightful as the ex-hippie mother
and neohippie grandfather, and
Edward Herrmann provides a nasty
surprise as Max, the friendly video

store owner.
As I said before, my only problems
with "Boys" are that too many
predictable elements are added: the
token love interest, the useless and
vulnerable little kid, and the usual
ghoul-kabob ending.
What makes this "Peter Pan" and
"Vamp" hybrid worth the price of
admission is the outstanding amount
of creativity, energy and humor
lavished on production. If you don't
mind a bit of mediocrity tossed in like
an anchovy on an otherwise great
pizza, hit the ticket lines. I give it a 6.5
out of ten.

Full Metal Jacket', thought-provoking masterpiece
a review by Jim Reynolds
features editor
Stanley Kubrick's film, Full Metal
Jacket, is a masterpiece of cinema.
This movie is not for everyone, but it is
for people who want to be entertained
as well as educated about
psychological make-ups of characters.
The characters in this movie are welldefined. Each has his part in the story
we see. None of them are particularly
likeable, yet the film as a whole is
likeable.

The movie consists of two parts. The Vincent D'Onofino gives a superb
first concerns the training of the performance as Private Pyle in the
Adam
soldiers at a base, and the second opening half of the film.
concerns their efforts and experiences Baldwin played his part as the token
in the Vietnam war. Kubrick shot this violence-loving soldier Animal Mother
movie entirely in England, yet it has with an enjoyable intensity. He helps
one of the most realistic settings this to lend some humor to this film. The
reviewer has seen. Perhaps that is humor in this movie is sprinkled out in
because this film is concerned about good doses and that's good becauseif it
urban warfare in Vietnam while wasn't, it would be one very
previous Vietnam movies were about depressing, albeit good, movie.
One sees why Kubrick takes so long
the action in the jungle.
The main character. Joker, is played to make movies. This film is almost
well by Matthew Modine, while perfect in its blending of the story

elements. Each scene tells a tale in
itself while the combination of these
makes for one very good, larger story.
The scene with Pvt. Pyle at the
training camp reflects the scene in
which Joker has too...but that would be
telling.
This is a deep movie that carries
more significance than is first
apparent on the surface. If you want to
see a movie that makes you think, see
Stanley Kubrick's Full Metal Jacket.

Dragnet is entertaining piece of fluff, says Tillery
by Andrea Tillery
staff reporter
Two p.m., Sunday, July 26. My
partner and I arrived at the local
matinee, ready to be entertained by a
two-hour comedy-adventure extrava
ganza starring Dan Ackroyd and Tom
Hanks. Publicity and popular opinion
had this as the best art film of the
summer, and if you can't trust
thousands of beer-soaked philistines,
what's the world coming to? I didn't
expect to likesuch an overhyped, extra-

pushed parcel of commercial fluff, but
on this day I learned something the
philistines already knew: fluff can be
entertainment, and fluff definitely
pays. (Witness Whitney Houston,
Miami Vice, and the rest of American
pop culture.)
Tom Mankiewcz's direction, at any
rate, was fairly invisible. What was
visible was Ackroyd's hair, and the
fact that he'd apparently been
watching "Dragnet" reruns and
popping downers for months. Dabney
Coleman's decadent lisp was also

interesting, but I have one question:
Does everyone in Hollywood think of
everyone from Kentucky southward as
slimy dirt-peddlers? If not, then why
are icky people in movies always either
British or Backwoods?
All things considered, "Dragnet" '87
accomplished what it was supposed to.
It made a lot of people laugh and it
made a lot of people a lot of money. In
case you really want "just the facts,"
dear reader, here they are: the best
performances were turned in by
Dabney Coleman and Dan Ackroyd,

the worst by Alexandra Paul \as The
Virgin Connie Swill). If you need
laughs, it's for you—heaven knows it's
more entertaining than the real
"Dragnet." On a scale of one to ten. 1
(generous soul that I am) give it a five.
By the way. if you had to look up the
meaning of "philistine." you «i*v one.
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by Berke Breathed

5 minutes from UAH, Research Park,
and Madison Square Mall. Unfurn
ished 2 bedroom apartment. Washer/
Dryer, Disposal, Refrigerator, Stove,
Fireplace with free firewood. Call 7211680, evenings and weekends.

"The Village Singers,popular
entertainment group, are being re
organized. Experienced singers,
guitar, bass and keyboard players
will receive scholarship assistance
for participation.
All UAH
students eligible.
Membership
limited to ten. Contact Director,
Dr. D. Royce Boyer now if
interested. 895-6436 - Humanities
Bldg., Rm B210."

EXPONENT
Fall Openings
Writers
Circulation Manager
Production Assistant
Airlines now Hiring.
Reservationists, stewardesses
and g round c re w post ions
available. Call 1-6 19-565-1630
for details. 24 hou rs.

Hiring Today! Top Pay! Work at Home.
No experience needed. Write Cottage
Industries. 1407 1/2 Jenkins, Norman.
Oklahoma 73069.

MORE NEWS ON M
ZY&ORIHIAN SPACE RAIPERS.
PEM / NOT ONLY HAVE THEY
BLA5TEP OUR cmes, ENSLANEP
OUR WOMEN ANP WEAKENEP
THE DOLLAR...

BUT NOW I REAP THEY'VE
KIPNAPPEP PAT BUCHANAN
ANP LOCKEP HtM IN A
ROOM FUU. OF
filPS ACTIVISTS.
HE'S REPORTEPLY

MARK MY WORPS,
NOP/ Y6R 60NNA
see -me GOVERNMENT
oer OPT ITS Bib
(WHS MBITVST,
-mis MENACE.(/

WHAT'S
A CONbRESSIONAL
THE LETTER,
SUBPOENA /
COMMANPER
RETREAT
ZORK?/
TO PLUTO ?

A Few Spare Hours? Receive/forward mail
from home! Uncle Sam works hard - you
pocket hundreds honestly! Details, send
self-addressed stamped envelope.
BEDUYA, Box 17145. Tucson. AZ 85731.

PREGNANT
Need Help?
Call Pregnancy Hotline

rj-\

533-3526

yy\

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE
PROCEEPS TO SANCTIMONIOUSLY
PRILL THE UVtfJS HELL OUT
OF THIS WITNESS, I
HAVE ONE QUESTION...

ARE WE TO UNPERSTANP THAT

YOU ARE THE ALIEN SPACE
RAIPER RESPONSIBLE FOR
BLASTtNb OUR CIW6,
FRYINb OUR CIVILIANS ANP
SCRNtNb THE ENTIRE MORMON
TABERNACLE CHOIR AS MORS
\
P'OEUVRES?

THAT'S CORRECT,
EARTHUNb
SENATOR.

PAMMtT, LINPBLUM,
Bib
YOU SAIP
TROUBLE'
HEP LOOK
LIKE
NO,
1 HE'S
TELEbENtC/ *THE
1 SAIP
BLOBy
you

PIP/

/

/T\

\

r? /
~TR7/,

MR. SPACE tNVAPER.. PO YOU
REALIZE THAT THIS CONSRESS
RASSEP THE ROLANP AMENPMENT.. SPECIFICALLY PROHIB
IT/NO THE HARVESTINb OF
6AME-SH0W HOSTESSES AS

ALIEN SLAVEBREEDERS

1 PIP IT. TM PROUP I
PIP IT... A CANCEROUS
SALARY PEMANPS PANBEROUS
ACTS, SENATOR... I WAS UAP
TO PKOVIPE FULL PENIABILTTY..

HONOR ANP PUTT,
SENATOR. THAT IS MY
ZYbORTHIAN COPE..
1 THINK THE PEOPLE
OF EARTH CAN APPRECIATE
THAT.

Women's Community Health Center
S.H.E. Center
Pregnancy testing, family planning,
abortions, women's health care &.
counseling. All services confidential. 131
Longwood Dr. 533-9228. Office hours
8-5. Mon.-Sat. Phone info, until 8 p.m.

TERM PAPERS and

Word Processing
...discount prices...
WORD BROKERS at
852-4066

QU
SO WHATS
aieft
KM
MY OOP...
WZ. SEX
1BEUEVE
SLAVES T HE'S PRES-

00'
mm \ SSk

CLASS'ADS

/

BLOOM COUNTY
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by Berke Breathed

NOW, MR AUEN MONSTER..
ON JULY 23W, YOU DESTROYED
DETROIT, YOU SLEW UP 736
WORKS OF ABSTRACT RUBUC
SCULRTVRE - ANO YOU TURNER
JOAN COLUNS AND PETER

RIPLEY,

SHOCKED!

I STTPOWN.
YES,
QUIT. YOU YELLOW SHOCKED
SPUR/
1 AM AT
THE TREAT
MENT OF
WIS HEROIC
.

...

CJ__

WtTMdd-.

"-""*44*

WELL. THERE HE DOES
SO HE BROKE A FEOJ RULES...
THE SALARY COULD USE
A FEW MORE ' TAKE-CHARGE"
TYPE OF ALIEN
MARAUDERS
LIKE HIM/

BUT IHFNE THIS TERRIBLE
VISION OF HIM IN HIS
SPACESHIP... SAFELY AWAY
FROM SOLUBLE EARTHUNG
EYES..

..HE STRIPS OFF HIS
CHARISMATIC, CUPRLY,
XAN-RO- KINDA OUY
DISGUISE, REVEALING
HIS TRUE, HORRIBLE
BEADY-EYER SHAPE...

APM/RAL
POINDEXTER

HAW,
HIM/

0/
M,

WHAT'S GOING
ON UP THERE?

THE FIRST
MEETING OF
"THE BLOOM
COUNTY
DANDELION
APPRECIATION
AND PRESERVATION
SOCIETY."

HALTINGLY.

/-

(TUMM! B6ARS L

FIRST BUSINESS: LET'S
00 OVER THE FNE BASICS
OF SAFE DANDELION
HANDUNO..
^

STAY AWAY
Fm ME,
PORTNffY..
YOU'RE
DRUNK.

\

NO.1 WAS
HOLDING A
DANDELION...
AND I
5N0RTER WHEN
I SHOULD HPNE
BLOWN.,
j.

\

LOOK//
FLYING PURPLE
ELEPHANTS .'
WEARING HATS /
CAN'T YOU SEE
THEM 7//

OH.

N0

1
1

MY EYEBALLS
ARE EXPLODING /

MeYBBfiLLS
ARB

EXPCOVM/F

&UMMI BEARS
IN5IDE MY HEAP /

THEY'RS... THEY'RE

CHEWING ON MY
BRAIN/I

eerAMfp
OH WX&LF,
-JDtnlOYs

FIRST:
PONT

SNORT
THEM..
\

\

WHAT?
\
\

SALLY T.
SAU-Y
FIELD 7

\

OH,
STOP
7HAT.

WHO
PUTTHE
PLUTONIUM
PEANUT BUTTER.
IN MY
K UNDERWEAR ?
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Hunt plans
seminar to
combat infant
mortality rate
Governor Guy Hunt recently said
that he will create a Governor's Task
Force on Infant Mortality and hold a
seminar in February to combat
Alabama's infant mortality rate, the
highest in the nation.
The governor announced the plans
following a meeting with Dr. Virginia
Floyd and Sarah Shuptrine of the
Southern Governors Association
Infant Mortality Program, Medicaid
commissioner Mike Horsley and
Human Resources commissioner Andy
Hornsby.
"We have got to have well thoughtout delivery programs thatare going to
work," Hunt said. "We have got to have
the plan in effect. We will hold a
seminar in February that we hope will
raise the awareness. We have a
problem in the state with people who
are eligible for various screening
processes not taking advantage of that
process."
Floyd said the infant mortality is a
problem in the southeastern portion of
the United States and the Southern
Governor's Association is looking for
solutions at the state level to stop
babies from dying needlessly.
"Last year in Alabama nearly 750
babies died before they reached their
first year of life," Floyd said."We know
we can do something about this
problem. We are simply delighted
Governor Hunt and his staff have
supported this effort and will be
hosting this seminar."
The governor will appoint a task
force comprised of people with varied
backgrounds so the task force will
work efficiently.
"One of the things Governor Hunt
has identified is people from the
corporate sector, the religious sector
and the education sector all to work on
this problem, because it cannot be
solved by the health sector alone. Well
thought-out plans are worth their
weight in gold and we are very
excited," Floyd said.
Hunt said the task force will not only
be researching ways to drop
Alabama's infant mortality rate but
also ways to decrease the number of
birth defects.
"For every one newborn baby that
dies we have three which have
disabilities. We are not just talking
about saving the lives of babies which
is so important, but we are also talking
about people going through life
without disabilities that can be
received due to the lack of care." Hunt
said.
Regarding state and federal funding
the governor said the changing
economic climate and the Manage
ment Improvement Program will
greatly decrease the high infant
mortality rate.
"I think with our economic upturn in
the state, the savings that we're
bringing... as a result of our
management improvement team, that
we're going to have dollars to put into it
and having dollars available to put
into it I want a plan so that every dollar
will be well spent." Hunt said.
Floyd said the important issue is
working with the money currently
available: "There are a lot of resources
in the state and when they (task force1
all sit around the table with the
governor and talk about this issue,
churches will realize that it :s
important to open up their doors other
than Sunday and businesses wi'd
realize that they need to invest :r.
healthy babies because it gives them
healthy workers ten years from now
Once all these people bring them good
ideas to the table what you w-.'d find. m
Alabama is there are immense
resources that will not oost you new
dollars." Floyd said.

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution

778-02536
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Fishing rodeo perfect for lazy summer day
by Spencer Glasgow, Jr.
sports reporter

Over 100 fishermen of all ages came
to the UAH duck pond August 8 to fish
in the annual Fishing Rodeo.
Sponsored by The Exponent as a part
of the Summerfest '87 festivities, this
marked the first time The Exponent
has held a summer rodeo.
Several fishermen
arrived on the
scene early enough to make their first
cast of the day at 5 a.m. sharp.
However, the bass did not cooperate
with the fishermen, as very few bass
were caught.
By far, more bream were caught than

any other fish. Of all the fish caught,
none weighed over two pounds.
Gift certificates from the
Fisherman's Choice were awarded as
prizes for the three largest fish by
weight.
A drawing was held to
determine who won the first place prize
of a $25 gift certificate because both
Don Messer and Joe Ed Allison
weighed in a 2-lb. bass.
Messer won the drawing for first
place, and Allison was awarded a $15
gift certificate for second prize. Joe
Aritas, a youngster from Gurley, took
home a $10 gift certificate as third
place with his 1-lb. bass.

GONE FISHIN'... (right) one of the

fishing rodeo participants lets his
lawn chair keep an eye on his. line,
while another fisherman
(left) is
content to use his cooler for a seat.
(photos by Hajin Kim)

IS THE IDEA OF WEARING A UNIFORM
KEEPING YOU OUT OF ARMY ROTC?

Athletic department
requests help for
Alexander family
Tammy Alexander, Athletic
Department Secretary, and her
family (husband Willie and 2 year old
daughter Amara), recently suffered a
personal tragedy while on vacation.
Their apartment was vandalized and
most of the personal belongings
destroyed.
The UAH Athletic Department is

•
•

EXPONENT
Announces
Openings

•

• Associate Editor
• Features Editor
+
Writers
^Circulation
production
•

• If interested call 895-6090 or
•
come by UC 104.

•

asking everyone interested in helping
to donate money and non-perishable
foods. We will be compiling an
extensive list of their needs in the near
future.
For more information, please contact
Eric or Jacasta at 895-6589.
Thank you for your thoughtfulness.

Whether you realize it or not. you're probably
So how about switching
wearing a type of "uniform" right now
few hours each week
There s nothing wrong with it. But an Army
For more intormanon. co
ROTC uniform couid make you stand out from
of Military Science
the crowd
And ROTC will help you become more
outstanding Because you'll develop into a leader
of people and a manager ot money and equipment.
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National League wins *01(1 Timer's* game
Shew Barnes
Sports Reporter
The night of August 3. was a hot and
humid one. Hardly an ideal situation to
watch a ballgame. much less play one;
but on this night a group of "retired
ball players" were to put on an
exhibition "Old Timers" Game. This
game was to last for three innings, and
it pitted the Americans and National
League former players against each
other. Among the roster for this game
were three Hall-of-Famers (Bob
Gibson, Bob Feller and Billy Herman).
The National League batted first
and in the first inning A1 Oliver hit a
two out double. Next to the plate was
52-year-old Bill Mazeroski, who hit a
long single driving in Oliver. This run
remained unchallenged as the only
score, until the last inning.
In the bottom of the third inning, the

American League began their rally.
With two outs. Dave Nelson and Bobby

Richardson got back-to-back singles
off of Bob Gibson. Then Don Mincher

(Huntsville native) came to the plate.
After two pitches, Mincher's hopes of
bringing in the tying run faded as he
grounded out to second.
Players for the National League
were Ed Bailey, Lew Burdette, Bob
Gibson, Chuck Goggin, Billy Herman,
Jim Hickman, Fergie Jenkins, Don
Kessinger, Bill Mazeroski, A1 Oliver,
Jim O'Toole, Carl Sawatski, Jim
Stewart, Chuck Taylor, and manager,
Harry,"The Hat" Walker.
The American League players were
Sam Ewing, Bob Feller, Jake Gibbs,
Billy Hitchcock, Billy Hunter, Don
Mincher, Dave Nelson, Bobby
Richardson, Eddie Robinson, Bob
Veale, Mickey Vernon, and A1
Worthington.

Former major leaguer Bob Gibson studies the opposing batters
during the Old Timer's Game.
(photo by Hajin Kim)

Course in horseback riding offered this fall
by Kelly Baldwin
sports editor
The UAH Physical Education
Department has much to offer in the
physical education classes for the 1987
fall quarter. The regular PE classes
offered included tennis, golf, aerobics,
weight-lifting, racquetball, and sell
defense. However, some nontraditional courses will be offered this
fall as credit courses and some as noncredit continuing education courses.
Included are horseback riding, yoga,
backpacking, and spelunking as credit
courses, and hang gliding, and tai chi
as non-credit courses.
In a sports spotlight on horseback
riding, The Exponent (superpaper,
mag rag, with extra cool dudettes as
editors (and one dude)) went to Steel
Prize Stables, where UAH will be
offering a Basic Horseback Riding and
an Advanced Horseback Riding class.
The classes will be taught by Judith
Fiorentino, the co-owner and manager
of the stables. Mrs. Fiorentino stables
thoroughbreds, quarter horses, a
Shetland, and crossbreeds. She even
sports a crossbreed Draft horse.
"Beginners start with a horse that
will allow them to learn," Fiorentino
said. "Generally you pair the green
horse with the advanced rider, and the

experienced horse with the green
rider."
Steel Prize Stables is primarily a
teaching institution, teaching both
riders and horses. Horsemanship is
taught as opposed to riding and all

students are given a history of the
horse, instruction in grooming, and
instruction in cooling the horses after
rides, as well as the actual riding of the
horse. The courses are well-rounded,
the teacher well-qualified, and the

The silhouette of a horse and its rider is captured by Cindy Rodriguez at
the Steel Prize Stables. Horseback riding,
one of the many physical
education courses offered this fall, will be taught at the stables.

horses are well-chosen.
For more information on this and
other credit PE courses, call 895-6007.
One non-credit course that promises
to be different and exciting is tai chi.
Tai chi will be taught this fall through
the Continuing Education Department
by Professor Chi Kuan Wen.
Tai Chi is a moving meditation.
According to Professor Chi, "Tai Chi
comes from the ancient Chinese book
of I Ching. It has three purposes: to
improve health and lengthen life, as
self defense, and as a martial art."
However, those devoted to Tai Chi use
it for relaxation purposes only and do
not wish to use it as a martial art. The
meditation involves flowing motions
called postures and focus more on
inner strength than outer strength.
Professor Chi was a major in Chiang
Kai Shek's Nationalist forces in China
during the Chinese revolution. He
taught cultural studies in a college in
Taiwan, was a chief advisor to the
Chinese National Chi Kung Institute,
and teaches Tai Chi.
The class will be offered on Monday
and Thursday nights from 7:30 until 9
starting in September and ending
November 19.
For more information on this and
other Continuing Education PE
classes, call 895-6355.

Stars tumble into second place with poor showing
(Recap of games July 27-August 10)
by Sheree Barnes
sports reporter
Despite losing 11 of the last 15 games, the
Stars are only one game out of first place,
behind the Knoxville Blue Jays. The Stars
record for the second half is now 27-23; 1411 home, 13-12 road. Both the Stars and the
Blue Jays need a first place second half
finish, before they can advance to the
league's divisional playoff series. The first

half winner, Birmingham Barons, are
currently in last place and are 12.5 games
out.
As with most streaks, there is no one
cause of the Stars recent tendency to lose.
The pitching has been adequate, but not
enough. The Stars' bats have been silent in
three games, but they have proven more
than capable in other games. Two areas that
need improvement are fielding and base
running, which have at times seemed
lackadaisical and may have lost a game or

two.
One of the most noticeable differences
between the Stars winning baseball of a
month ago and the losing play of the last two
weeks, is the absence of catcher Jimmy
Jones. On August 2, Jones was placed on
the disabled list following surgery on his
right elbow for the removal of bone chips.
There have been some bright spots on the
team during these two disappointing weeks.
Tim Birtsas, left handed pitcher, was
promoted to Tacoma, and several players

accumulated good batting numbers. Felix
Jose hit safely in 10 of the 15 games. Joe
Xavier continues to be the team's leader in
batting average with .304. Steve Howard
has had a hit in 11 games, with four
homeruns-one of which was a grand slam.
The upcoming home games are August
12,15-18,21-24, and 29-30. There will be two
victory nights during the remainder of the
season, and they are 8/15 and 8/17. The
televised games on WZDX are August 1314, 19-20, and 26-27.

Spelunking, repelling gaining popularity as hobby
Editor's Note: As a companion story to
the P.E. article, this story serves to
inform students of the excitement of
spelunking and repelling. The UAH
Department of Physical Education
offers a spelunking class through
Reynolds Duncan, on Tuesday and
Thursday nights from 6 until 8 p.m.
For more information on the
spelunking class call 895-6007.
by Damon •Jones
sports reporter
Spelunking and repelling are two
outdoor hobbies that are presently
becoming popular sports. Although it
has in the past been said that they are
both men's hobbies, women are
jumping forth and proving that they

too have outdoor interests.
For those that do not know what
spelunking actually is, here is a
clarification. Spelunking is caving, or
should I say, exploring caves. One
might ask, "What do people get out of
walking through a cold, damp hole in
the ground?" The answers vary. For
example, until you have tasted the ice
cold, clear water from an underground
spring, you have never tasted
refreshment.
Standing on a 200 foot jagged ledge
may not be for everyone, butfor the few
who do, caving is their sport.
The only equipment or gear needed
for caving is a good pair of boots, and a
lot of patience.
Repelling, on the other hand, is a
much more dangerous, as well as

expensive when you are jumping off a
rewarding hobby.
There are two specific types of 400 foot drop.
Both speluking and repelling are
repelling: Swiss repelling, which is
going down feet first, and Australian becoming strong hobbies that add that
repelling, which is going down head little bit of adventureand excitement to
first. The latter is used significantly by life. They are both great to do with a
the United States, and the armed group while camping during a
forces for helicopter troop deploy weekend.
ments.
If anyone is interested in these two
The equipment needed for repelling sports, there are various local
includes an o-ring, which is a metal organizations that go on monthly
ring, three and one-half inches in outings, the strongest of these would be
diameter that the rope twists through, the High Adventure Post of the
a seat made up of vinyl material, a Explorers.
If interested in finding
out more
good pair of leather gloves, and a good
long length of rope (which depends on about the Explorers, call Marvin Jones
the size of the drop.
at the Boy Scouts of America office
Most of this equipment is not l o c a t e d o f f D r a k e A v e n u e i n
expensive, but a good strong rope can Huntsville.
run up to $20 a foot, which gets
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Baldwin pitches her tent (into the river)
by Kelly Baldwin
sports editor

pillows...playing rummy at 11 p.m. by
flashlight...slapping sweat bees...
gathering firewood...and
listening to
Camping. Everyone has done it. Hank (constantly!).
Except for me until this summer. Now I
Anyone (let me rephrase that, any
have been initiated into the ranks of female) who has been subjected to a
campers who got poison oak, mosquito camping trip that has two or more
bites, and river water in their hair. (It's males together in the same camp can
a pain to get it clean, isn't it?)
sympathize. Conversation pieces we
When a group of us decided to go females overheard from the men were:
camping, we all needed to get the "Wanna' go raid a trot line?"..."Hey, a
necessary items. Mark and the other bee just crawled into my Mountain
guys got the tents, ice, coolers, and Dew bottle."..."Someone ate all the
sleeping bags. Aprill, Luci, and I went corn chips, who was it?" ("Not me,"
to get potato chips, cokes, and they all said as they crunched.)...
cinnamon buns. (Those were the "Someone put Hank back in (the
REAL necessities!) Then we came to stereo)"..."You should have seen this
the point to where we would have to cat. We cut that fish open and it was all
decide what few luxuries we could take. meat, no eggs!" (Bunches of Wows
The men went for the fishing poles, the ensued.) Real good conversation, huh?
portable cassette stereo and millions of And they wondered why we kept
tapes, and the hamburger grill. The going to the candy machines ?(The site
women grabbed toothbrushes, was in a park or whatever you call it.)
shampoo, a deck of cards (for rummy),
Camping is the only time my
brushes, and plenty of changes of husband wakes up before noon on
Saturday morning. He actually
clothes.
Off we go to the boonies and a awakens before I do, slithers out of the
weekend full of chiggers, spiders, dead tent, quietly, rendezvous with Billy
fish, and mosquitos...sleeping with no and a couple of other guys, and they go

fishing without the women. (They plan
this scheme, you see.) When they get
back, they plead, "we didn't wanna'
wake y'all up!" (I'll just bet they didn't.)

@
>

Camping...I'm pitching my tent intc
the river. But then my husband wil.
just buy another one. They always do
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GO ON SALE TO LAST YEAR'S SEASON TICKET HOLDERS
ON MONDAY, AUGUST 10 through FRIDAY, AUGUST 21!

All Remaing Tickets Will Go On Sale to
the General Public on Monday, August 24.

RESERVED SEATS • ADULTS .... *45.00
STUDENTS ... (25.00
GENERAL ADMISSION - ADULTS
(35.00
STUDENTS ... (20.00
ALL HOME GAMES ARE PLA YED AT THE
VON BRAUN CIVIC CENTER - ARENA.

Notice!

And the winner is ...

If you would like to be a part of intercollegiate
athletics, please read on.
The Men's Basketball team is looking for team
managers. If interested, please call Michael Scarano,
Head Basketball Coach, at 895-6144 (Athletic
Department).

Donnie Ford,Director of the Cognitive Systems Lab, Johnson Research
Center, was the winner of three reserve seats to a future Stars game. The
answer to the last trivia question was Jose Tolentino; he is the only 1986 AllStar player who is still with Huntsville's club. The other All-Star players were
Terry Steinbach, Todd Burns, and Brian Guinn.

Come & Enjoy the Excite ment of Stars Baseball

*
¥
¥
¥

$

Ticket Giveaway!
~!
I
Who lead the Oakland A's in homeruns in 1970-71?

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥ This contest is open to all UAH students,
^
staff, and faculty.

¥

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
^

A winner will be selected by a random drawing
of entry forms with correct answers. In the
event there are no correct entries, a drawing of
all entries will be held. The drawing will be held
at 5:30 pm on Monday, August 17..
Fill out the entry form, above, and place in the
envelope on the EXPONENT'S door.

¥
¥
¥ The winner will receive 3 "Pick-A-Date
¥
Certificates"
These certificates are
¥
redeemable tor reserve seats
¥
at Joe W. Davis Stadium.
¥

..

Jose Canseco, in 1985. played for the Huntsville Stars and was named the

- -ri.a.y£L

1987 Stars Promotional Schedule jt

a
August 15 - WAAY - 31 Presents "The Chicken" jj
August 21 - Marriott Back Pack Night
August 22 - Burger King Baseball Card Night
August 24 - Christmas in August
August 29 - James Carpet Helmet Night
If
August 30 - Fan Appreciation Night
j*
Stars Office Hours M-F 8:30 5:00
Sat. 8:30 - 1:00
Call SS2 25tv

J*
f

GETTING THIS WASN7 EASY.

WITH FORD CREDIT GETTING THIS.

••

FROM WOODY ArO£ASON IS.
At Woody Anderson, we know getting that
degree wasn't easy. But when it comes to a
new car, we can help with pre-approved
credit from Ford Credit. Ifyou are working on
an advanced degree or graduating with a
Bachelor's Degree between October 1,1986
and September 30,1987, you may qualify for
this special college graduate purchase
program.
-.
If you do, you'll receive a $400 cash
allowance from Ford. Make your best deal on
any qualifying vehicle and use the money
toward your down payment, or Ford will send

you a $400 check after tne purchase or lease.
The money is yours whether you finance or

rni.

•• f®

not-

The amount of your credit depends on
$ which of these qualified vertices you cnoose:
™
Ford cars: Escort. Escort EXP, Tempo,
Mustang, Thunderbird, Taurus.
^SE Pfc°
Ford trucks: Aerostar, Bronco II, Ranger.
So hurry. If a vehicie is not in dealer stock
Ford Motor you must order by June 1,1987, and you must
Credit
take delivery of any vehicle by August 31,
Company
1987.

MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF. GET ALL THE DETAILS TODAY AT
WOODY ANDERSON

Jordan Lane 8. Sparkman

To: Program Headquarters
Ford Mercury College Graduate Purchase Program
Post Office Box 549
Bioomfield Hills, Michigan 48013

FORD

539-9441

Yes, I am interested in your offer, and would appreciate receiving the
1987 Ford/Mercury College Graduate Purchase Program details.
Please send to:
(Print all information)

As /er.fication of my qualification, I am enclosing one of the following:
Notarized copy of my diploma
Letter from Registrar s Office verifying degree and date obtained,
or to oe ootained
jpor. receipt of this material and determination of eligibility, we will
rr.an you tr.e details of the 1987 Ford Mercury College Graduate
^conase Program with appropriate certificates. The personalized
cer f.eaie is required to start the purchase rebate payment process.
A o // suff.ciont firr.e for processing - this offer expires August 31,

Name

s
Address.
.Zip.

City/Stale.
Graduated from:.
Date

(coKegc/umveisityl
. Signature

(campusl

